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Smart Devices in Airbnbs: Considering Privacy
and Security for both Guests and Hosts
Abstract: Consumer smart home devices are becoming not in people’s own homes, but in the homes they rent
increasingly pervasive. As Airbnb hosts deploy smart temporarily, specifically via home sharing platforms like
devices in spaces shared with guests, we seek to under- Airbnb [18]. We focus in particular on the dynamics bestand the security and privacy implications of these de- tween two stakeholder groups: hosts (who choose which
vices for both hosts and guests. We conducted a large- smart devices to install in their homes) and guests (who
scale survey of 82 hosts and 554 guests to explore their temporarily reside in these homes).
current technology practices, their preferences for smart
Airbnbs and other short-term rentals represent a
devices and data collection/sharing, and their privacy growing use case for smart devices. Smart devices enable
and security concerns in the context of Airbnbs. We hosts to remotely manage their Airbnb and may offer
found that guests preferred smart devices, even viewed convenience to guests. But, at the same time, smart dethem as a luxury, but some guests were concerned vices raise security and privacy concerns for both hosts
that smart devices enable excessive monitoring and con- and guests. Currently, it is unclear how and what smart
trol, which could lead to repercussions from hosts (e.g., devices are being used in Airbnbs, and how hosts and
locked thermostat). On average, the views of guests and guests think about them. It is important to understand
hosts on data collection in Airbnb were aligned, but for this so we can inform both how hosts should set up
the data types where differences occur, serious privacy smart devices in Airbnb, and how we (researchers and
violations might happen. For example, 90% of our guest designers) might design smart home devices with the
participants did not want to share their Internet history Airbnb use case in mind. In this work, we study the unwith hosts, but one in five hosts wanted access to that explored space—smart devices in short-term rentals—
information. Overall, our findings surface tensions be- to raise issues and provide recommendations for future
tween hosts and guests around the use of smart devices research. Specifically, we explore the following research
and in-home data collection. We synthesize recommen- questions:
dations to address the surfaced tensions and identify RQ1 What smart devices do guests want in Airbnbs,
broader research challenges.
what data they do not want to share with hosts,
and what are their security and privacy concerns
Keywords: Airbnb, Privacy, Security, Smart devices,
related to smart devices in Airbnb?
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1 Introduction
Smart devices and smart home platforms, increasingly
pervasive, have already raised a number of privacy and
security concerns for those who use them [13, 21, 24,
27, 38, 41, 43, 44]. In this work, we study the use of—
and privacy and security concerns with—smart devices
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RQ2 What smart devices do hosts want in their Airbnb,
what data they want to monitor in their Airbnb, and
what are their security and privacy concerns related
to smart devices in their Airbnb?
RQ3 Considering the views of guests and hosts, where
do their views match and conflict?
Informed by the vast literature on smart device privacy
and security, as well as known risks and vulnerabilities
with smart devices, we conducted a survey of 82 hosts
and 554 guests on Amazon MTurk. We asked them their
preferences for smart devices, for in-home data collection/sharing, and risk perceptions for different scenarios
that could occur in Airbnbs. The survey also included
several open-ended questions for them to explain their
preferences and share past experiences.
We found that guests were largely neutral or preferred smart devices in Airbnbs, but that their prefer-
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ences were highly contextual (e.g., depending on Airbnb
location, travel purpose). Many guests did not want
smart cameras, voice assistants, or motion sensors due
to privacy concerns, and some guests did not want smart
thermostats for fear that hosts may lock the thermostat setting. At the same time, hosts reported having
smart devices in their Airbnbs and wanting data from
devices that can help them identify guests who break
house rules.
Comparing guests and hosts, we found that both
expressed similar preferences overall in terms of which
devices to have in an Airbnb, but their preferences differed on where those devices should be placed, how
they should be used, and what data should be collected. When reporting their own device preferences,
both guests and hosts acknowledged the needs of and
risks to the other. For example, guests expressed concern over privacy or lack of control (e.g., locked thermostat), but also acknowledged hosts’ need for smart
devices to monitor their property; and hosts expressed
concern for guests’ privacy but also reported a need for
smart devices. These findings suggest that there is a
need for smart devices in Airbnbs, but the design space
is nuanced, and meeting the different expectations of
both hosts and guests will be challenging.
Informed by our findings, we take a step back to
ask: How should smart devices be designed in consideration of the functionality, privacy, and security needs of
both hosts and guests? To tackle this problem, we use
our findings to synthesize concrete design recommendations and to identify directions for future research. For
example, we suggest ways to apply the principle of leastprivilege to meet hosts’ needs without unduly violating
guests’ privacy, guidelines for responsible device disclosure, and ways to reduce access control burden for hosts
and guests.
In summary, our contributions include:
1. The first in-depth exploration of smart devices in
shared homes (homes shared temporarily via platforms like Airbnb) with stakeholder groups comprised of hosts and guests.
2. A large-scale study of Airbnb hosts and guests
to understand—from a privacy and security
perspective—their views, behaviors, and concerns
about smart devices in Airbnbs (Section 5).
3. Concrete design recommendations to address key
privacy and security tensions (between guests and
hosts) that surfaced in our research (Section 6). We
also discuss opportunities for future research.
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2 Background and related work
We use the term smart devices to refer to devices with
computation and communication abilities in the context
of a home. Smart devices could be used for entertainment (e.g., smart TVs), automation (e.g., motion sensors), sensing (e.g., smart smoke sensors), and/or controlling other devices (e.g., smart thermostats).
We use the term shared homes for homes that
are rented or shared via home sharing platforms like
Airbnb [18], HomeStay [20], and HomeExchange [19].
On these platforms, hosts provide homes for temporary
stays, and guests temporarily stay in those homes.
Different types of home sharing occur on Airbnb.
This study focuses on hosts who provide guests with:
private access to the entire home (we refer them as home
hosts); private access to a room in the house (we refer
them as private-room hosts), and shared access (with
host or other guests) to a room in the house (we refer
them as shared-room hosts).
Airbnb. Prior studies about Airbnb, or home sharing ecosystems in general, largely focused on the financial (e.g., [23]) or social (e.g., [7]) issues. More recently,
using reviews that users post on Airbnb, researchers
have explored self-disclosure and perceived trustworthiness [26], compared effects of ratings and reviews on
user reputation [34], and measured effectiveness of the
reviews themselves [8, 15].
From a privacy perspective, researchers have studied the risk of re-identifying hosts using their Airbnb
profiles [39], and more recently solutions for detecting
hidden cameras in Airbnbs [9, 42]. Our study investigates guests’ concerns about hidden cameras, along with
several other concerns.
Smart devices in homes. An increasing body of research tackles privacy and security of smart devices,
both from the system perspective (e.g., [4, 14]) and from
the end-user perspectives (e.g., [24, 43, 44]). Our work
contributes to the latter by identifying users’ privacy
concerns, preferences, and behaviors in a previously unexplored context—Airbnbs.
Prior research on smart home users largely focused
on the primary user (the person who set up the smart
home). However, researchers are now beginning to explore perspectives of other users, such as secondary users
and guests [16, 24, 43]. Zhen et al. studied mental models of smart home users and discovered that primary
users would occasionally restrict other users’ control to
certain devices [43]. Geeng et al. [16] studied interac-
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tions between occupants of multi-user smart homes and
found varying degrees of cooperation between primary
and secondary users, but overall primary users had more
control on the smart home devices. In Airbnbs, currently
there is no cooperation between hosts (primary users)
and guests (secondary users or non-users) during device
set up or use. So the power asymmetry between hosts
and guests is even greater in Airbnbs; we found supporting anecdotal evidence. Although the guest use case exists in both Airbnbs and residential homes (not rentals),
the differences in the level of cooperation and trust between a guest and an Airbnb host vs. a home resident
may require different considerations when designing for
Airbnb guest vs. home guest. A careful analysis of these
differences and similarities merits investigation in future
research.
Researchers have also conducted survey studies to
investigate user opinions about IoT privacy. Martin and
Nissebaum surveyed 569 individuals and found that
they cared more about the intended use of the data than
the sensitivity of the data itself [28]. Emami-Naeini et
al. investigated privacy expectations in IoT device use
cases and found that privacy preferences were heavily
context-dependent [32]. Choe et al. found that American
users were especially concerned about connected devices
recording and sharing private in-home activities [10].
Our research contrasts with prior work in three
ways: (1) we investigate users’ preferences for devices in
the context of a home shared via Airbnb, (2) we survey
both primary users (hosts) and secondary users (guests)
of smart home, and (3) we focus on the security and
privacy tensions between hosts and guests.
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devices, list of information types, and risk incidents that
we used in the final survey (Tables 1-3 show these lists).
Finally, we tested the survey for understandability with
fifteen individuals: ten took the survey online and gave
feedback within the survey (using a free-response option
with each question); five took the survey during a thinkaloud interview. We revised phrasing and UI to resolve
any confusion raised during the testing.
We created a Javascript-based Web survey to make
our survey interactive (e.g., drag and drop house layout
questions; Section 3.2) and to have more conditional
control over the survey than is currently possible with
survey platform like Qualtrics.
To reduce common biases in the survey, we followed
the recommendations on survey design [2, 17, 25, 35].
For example, we did not advertise it as a privacy survey;
we chose to ask explicit questions about privacy and
security concerns toward the end of the survey, giving
participants the opportunity to raise concerns without
being primed; we randomized answer choices; and we
carefully chose question order and phrasing.
Our goal was to provide an initial exploration of
smart devices in Airbnb and to raise issues for future
research. We chose to explore a broad range of topics
rather than a comprehensive analysis of one topic. And
to do so while keeping the cognitive burden of the survey
reasonable, we had to limit the depth of questions. Next,
we discuss our rationale for the tradeoffs we made in
designing the survey.
Questions about smart devices. The term “smart”
can mean different things to different people, and people have different levels of understanding about the features and capabilities of smart devices. To avoid misinterpretation participants need information, which if
too detailed can overwhelm them and/or bias their re3 Methodology
sponses. We wanted to understand people’s preferences
about smart devices based on their current understandWe first discuss the survey design (Section 3.1) and then
ing of smart devices—that is, their natural response,
present the survey protocol (Section 3.2), data analywithout first being educated. Learning people’s natural
sis (Section 3.3), recruitment process (Section 3.4), and
responses is important because people often make decistudy limitations (Section 3.5).
sions based on their existing mental models. Guests, for
example, may encounter smart devices in Airbnb and
they may not know all the capabilities of the devices.
3.1 Survey design
Therefore, we chose not to provide details about device
capabilities, but to provide a definition of smart devices
We created the survey using an iterative design process.
and clear descriptive device names with representative
We first created survey questions to address our research
examples.
goals. We then conducted a 50-participant pre-survey on
We defined smart devices as “Internet-enabled deMTurk to collect free responses to our survey questions.
vices; these devices usually have built-in Bluetooth or
These responses informed our selection of answer choices
Wi-Fi and can be controlled via a smartphone or a voice
to multiple-choice questions, and to our list of smart
assistant (e.g., Amazon Echo).” This definition was pre-
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Table 1. List of devices.

Table 2. List of data types.

Table 3. List of incidents

Devices

Data types

For host participants

Digital Door Lock (e.g., lock with a keypad)
Door/Window Sensor
Gaming Console (e.g., Xbox, PlayStation)
Motion Sensor
Smart Camera (e.g., Nest camera)
Smart Light (e.g., Philips Hue lights)
Smart Power Outlet
Smart Security System (e.g., ADT)
Smart Smoke Sensor (e.g., NEST smoke sensor)
Smart Thermostat (e.g., Nest thermostat)
Smart TV (e.g., TV with Wi-Fi)
Voice Assistant (e.g., Amazon Echo)

If doors/windows are left unlocked
If there is a water leak in the house
Internet history (e.g., sites visited)
Noise level in the house
Number of guests staying
Smoking activity
Thermostat setting
TV watch history
Utility usage (e.g., electricity)
When guests arrive and leave
Visitor activity

G(uest) breaking house rules
G changing password on devices (e.g., router)
G downloading illegal content on Internet
G installing a secret camera or a microphone
G leaving door/windows unlocked
G misusing resources (or using excessively)
G posting house photos on social media
G sharing passwords with others

sented along with the survey question about smart devices. We used common and descriptive device names
(e.g., door/window sensor) so that participants unfamiliar with the devices could make educated guess about
the device. For popular smart devices, we included a representative product example (e.g., Amazon Echo with
voice assistants) because some people associate a smart
device with a product instead of its category name. Finally, for devices such as smart TVs and digital doorlocks with no popular representative product, we used
a brief description about the device or its basic capability (e.g., TV with Wi-Fi). Table 1 shows devices as
shown in the survey.
Questions about data collection/sharing. We were
interested in understanding participants’ reactions and
their sensitivity to the types of data that can be collected in an Airbnb. We showed participants a list of
data types (Table 2) and asked hosts to choose what
they want to collect and asked guests what they do
not want to share with hosts. We carefully chose short
descriptive labels for the data types, and tested their
understandability in our survey testing. Because we
wanted to understand participants’ reactions based on
their own understanding of devices, we chose not to specify any additional details about data collection such as
how data was collected, when it was collected, and granularity level. These additional details about data collection can influence people’s data sharing preference [28],
and we believe they should be investigate in future research.
Questions about risk perceptions. We were interested in understanding participants’ perceptions of risk
for incidents that could occur in Airbnbs. We identified

For guest participants
A hidden audio recording device
A hidden camera
H(ost) monitors visitor activity
H monitors resource usage (e.g., electricity)
H monitors Internet activity (e.g., sites visited)
Guests are not allowed to control thermostat

incidents (listed in Table 3) based on our pre-survey
and our review of Airbnb forums. For each incident, we
asked participants the likelihood of its occurrence. Because hosts primarily interact with the Airbnb ecosystem through their own Airbnb, we asked hosts the likelihood of the scenario happening in their Airbnb. Guests,
on the other hand, can encounter any Airbnb when planning their stay, so we asked them the likelihood of the
scenario occurring in any Airbnb. We also asked participants to rate how upset they would be if an incident
happened to them.

3.2 Protocol: Main survey
We used a screening survey to identify guests and hosts,
and then conducted separate surveys for them.
Screening survey. The screening survey posed three
multiple-choice questions (available in Appendix A.1).
First, we asked them which online services do they
use (choices included Airbnb). Second, we asked them
which home rental services they have used (choices included Airbnb). If participants chose Airbnb in both
questions, we asked them the third question: Are you
an Airbnb host or guest (or both)? A participant was
eligible for our study if they chose Airbnb in the first
two questions and answered the third question.
To reduce participation bias, we did not ask directly
whether they were an Airbnb guest/host, nor did we disclose our selection criteria. The screening survey was advertised as “a short eligibility survey for a longer task.”
Initially we excluded individuals who chose all options
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in the first question, assuming they were trying to game
Current practices: We asked hosts the type of their
the screening survey. After we realized that some of Airbnb, its layout (types of rooms, number of rooms),
these individuals could be eligible participants, we con- and the devices they currently have (they were shown
ducted a second round of our survey to include such the device list but could also report a device not on the
previously excluded participants in our sample.
list). We then showed hosts a house layout and asked
them to indicate where they had set up each of their
Guest survey. The survey had five themes: demodevice by dragging it onto the layout. The layout was
graphic and general Airbnb usage, current technology
generated for each participant based on their Airbnb
practices, smart device preferences, data collection preflayout they shared in an earlier question.
erences, and risk perceptions. (The full survey is availData collection preferences: We asked hosts what
able in Appendix A.2.)
data they would like to monitor in their Airbnb; they
Current technology practices: We showed particiwere shown a list of data types (Table 2) but could also
pants a list of smart devices (Table 1) and asked them
report a data type not on the list. We asked them to
which of the devices they noticed in any of their past
explain their choice in an open-ended response.
Airbnb stays. We also asked guests the types of passRisk perceptions: We asked hosts the same two risk
words they received from hosts (and how), and how they
perceptions questions that we asked to guests, but we
communicated with hosts (e.g., email, Airbnb message).
chose different (host-specific) risk incidents (Table 3).
Device preferences: We asked participants to choose
smart devices (Table 1) that they would want in their
next Airbnb. For each device, guests could choose one
3.3 Data analysis
of four options: Yes, Neutral, No, and Depends (on device location in the house). Guests who chose Yes, No,
We used standard approaches to remove clearly lowor Depends for any device where asked a follow-up quesquality data: we discarded participant data if survey
tion. For Yes and No choices, guests were asked to excompletion time was too short or too long, if any openplain their choices in an open-ended response. For the
ended response was nonsense, and if answers for all the
Depends choice, guests were shown a house layout and
conditions in a Likert-scale question were the same (e.g.,
were asked to drag the devices they chose as Depends
all neutral, all disagree). In total, we discarded about
to places they would not want them. To make it clear
12% of survey data. For the qualitative data (openthat they have to drag devices to places they would not
ended responses), we used inductive thematic analywant that device, the devices were shown with prefix
sis [5] to identify the main themes. For each partici“NO” (e.g., “NO-smart camera”) and red background;
pant, we created a record of all the open- and closeAppendix A.4 shows a screenshot of this question.
ended responses; the close-ended responses provided the
Data sharing preferences: We showed guests eleven
context to better interpret participants’ open-ended exdata types (Table 2) and asked which data they would
planations. Three researchers reviewed a subset of renot want to share with their host. We then asked them
sponses and together iterated on the codes and themes
to explain their choices in an open-ended response.
to create a codebook; one researcher used the codebook
Risk perceptions: We presented a list of incidents
to code all open-ended responses.
that could occur in an Airbnb (Table 3) and asked
participants to rate on a 5-point scale (“extremely unlikely” to “extremely likely”) how likely they thought it
3.4 Ethics and recruitment
was that the incident would occur in Airbnbs. We then
showed them the same scenarios and asked them to rate
We recruited participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk
on a 5-point scale (“not upset” to “extremely upset”)
between November 2018 and February 2019, with a sechow upset they would be if that incident happened to
ond round of survey conducted in August 2019. To rethem. We also gave participants an open-ended question
duce selection bias, we did not advertise the study about
to report any bad experiences or concerns.
security or privacy, but as a study about “technology
Host survey. The host survey had the same five themes use in Airbnb.” All survey questions (except for a few
as the guest survey with similar questions. We describe conditional ones) were optional, and participants could
here only the questions in the host survey that differed; skip questions they did not want to answer, without any
penalty. The study protocol was approved by our univerAppendix A.3 shows the full host survey.
sity’s human subjects review board (IRB). Participants
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received USD 1.5 for completing the survey, which took
on average 8 minutes.

3.5 Limitations
This study has some limitations that should be considered when interpreting its findings.
1. Although our sample was comparable to U.S.
Airbnb users for age and gender, the survey findings may not generalize to the broader Airbnb population, especially outside the United States.
2. We did not consider multi-function smart devices (e.g., a smart doorlock with a built-in camera),
which may have different privacy implications than
multiple single-function smart devices.
3. We studied participant preferences based on their
current understanding of smart device capabilities.
It is likely that different participants may have
different understanding about each smart device,
which implies, for example, two participants may
want a device but for different reasons.
4. For the design choices we made (discussed in Section 3.1) there is a possibility that participants may
have misinterpreted some terms and questions; the
likely candidates include the smart device “Smart
Security System,” the data types “Noise level in the
house” and “Internet history,” and the question on
data sharing preferences in the guest survey.
5. The second round of the study was conducted about
six months after the first round (discussed in Section 3.2); we compare the two rounds below. The
additional time (e.g., news/events about Airbnb or
smart devices during this time) may have influenced
participant responses in the second round in a way
that we have not accounted for.
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measure of the effect size; r can range from -1 to 1, with
zero indicating no effect. Out of the 24 comparisons,
we found significant differences (p < 0.05 two-tailed),
but with a small-medium effect (r < 0.3), in five questions: device preferences for motion sensors (U = 7609,
p = 0.01, r = 0.22), smart doorlock (U = 8213, p = 0.04,
r = 0.16), security system (U = 7583, p = 0.01, r = 0.22),
smart thermostat (U = 7741, p = 0.01, r = 0.20); likelihood rating for incident “Host monitors resource usage”
(U = 7624, p = 0.01, r = 0.22); and upset rating for
incident “Host monitors Internet activity” (U = 7627,
p = 0.01, r = 0.22). These differences may be due to
sampling error, demographics differences, or the time
between the rounds. Our focus was not to study the
changes in participants’ preferences over time, so we
present the findings (Section 5) from the combined sample.
Despite these limitations, our exploratory study surfaces important insights and observations about people’s preferences for smart devices and data collection
in Airbnb-like context, and raises future research opportunities.

4 Participants

We conducted the screening survey with 3,000 individuals (in six waves of 500 each). Out of those, 1,477 qualified and received notification about the main survey.
A total of 636 participants (82 hosts and 554 guests)
took the main survey; 590 participants took the survey
in the first round and 46 in the second round. Table 4
summarizes participant demographic. Our sample was
roughly gender balanced: 311 participants identified as
male (48.9%) and 318 as female (50%). Most participants were young adults (25-44 year range) with a college degree or a graduate/professional degree.
To compare the two rounds, we compared guestAmong our host participants, 36 (43.9%) rented
participant responses to questions on device preferences
their entire home, 40 (48.8%) rented a private room in
and risk perceptions. In total, we compared responses
their home, and the remaining 6 (7.3%) rented a shared
to 24 Likert-scale questions: twelve device preferences,
room in their home. Guest participants reported staysix risk incident likelihood ratings, and six risk upset
ing in different types of Airbnb. 386 (69.6%) had stayed
ratings. For each question, we used the Mann-Whitney
in an entire home; 239 (43.1%) in a private room; and
U test to check whether the median of the responses in
35 (6.3%) in a shared room. Guests reported that they
one round is significantly higher than the other round; if
used Airbnb to save money (n=414; 74.7%), to get local
it is, it would mean that participants in one round rated
experience (n=278; 50.2%), or to accommodate large
higher on the Likert-scale than those in the other round.
parties (n=127; 22.9%).
We chose the Mann-Whitney U test because the data
Overall, participant demographics was comparable
is ordinal, and we did not want to make assumptions
to the demographics of Airbnb users in terms of gender
about the distribution of the data. When reporting test
and age [29], and reasons for using Airbnb [7, 30, 31].
statistics, we report rank-biserial correction (r) [12] as a
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Table 4. Demographics of participants.
Hosts
(n=82) (%)

Guests
(n=554) (%)

Male
Female
Other

40
40
2

48.8
48.8
2.4

271
278
5

48.9
50.2
0.9

Age
Age
Age
Age
Age

10
51
15
2
4

12.2
62.2
18.3
2.4
4.9

67
248
139
74
26

12.1
44.8
25.1
13.4
4.7

High School
College
Graduate School
Professional School

7
44
23
8

8.5
53.7
28.0
9.8

68
301
141
36

12.3
54.3
25.5
6.5

United States
Other

74
8

90.2
9.8

512
42

92.4
7.6

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+

Fig. 1. Guests preferences for smart devices in Airbnbs.

5.1.2 Guests’ smart device preferences

On average, of the twelve smart devices that we asked
about, guest participants reported a strong preference
(chose Yes) for three smart devices (mean=3, SD=2.6),
5 Findings
a neutral preference for six (mean=5.48, SD=3.49),
chose Depends for one (mean=0.91, SD=1.45), and
We first present the results from the guest survey (Secchose No (do not want device in an Airbnb) for one
tion 5.1; RQ1), followed by the results from the host
(mean=1, SD=1.99). The top four devices that particisurvey (Section 5.2; RQ2), and finally we compare guest
pants wanted in Airbnbs were smart TVs, smart doorand host views from the two surveys (Section 5.3; RQ3).
locks, security systems, and gaming consoles; and the
top three devices they did not want were smart cameras,
motion sensors, and voice assistants. Figure 1 shows the
5.1 Guest findings
distribution of guests’ preferences for smart devices.
A key point to note is that for every device, some
We first present the smart devices that guests observed
participants wanted it in their Airbnb and some did not.
in their past Airbnb stays, and then guests’ smart device
To meet the needs of guests who want specific devices
preferences, their smart device needs, and finally, guests’
while respecting the concerns of those who do not, we
concerns about smart devices.
need to understand the underlying factors that could
influence guests’ preferences.
5.1.1 Smart devices observed in Airbnbs
What smart devices are currently being used in Airbnbs?
To investigate this question, we showed participants
a list of twelve smart devices (Table 1) and asked
them which devices they previously noticed in Airbnbs.
Guests reported the presence of all twelve smart devices,
but to varying degrees. The most reported smart devices in Airbnbs were smart TVs (69%), smart doorlocks (51%), gaming consoles (37%), smart thermostat
(28.8%), and voice assistants (18.4%); other smart devices were reported by 12-15% guests. Guests reported
two devices not on our list: Roku and a smart garage
opener.

Factor: Device location. When reporting smart device preferences, guests who chose Depends for a smart
device were asked in which areas of the house they would
not want that smart device. The left heatmap in Figure 2 shows areas and number of guests who did not
want particular smart devices in those areas. (The center and right heatmaps show where hosts reported setting up smart devices in their Airbnb, which we discuss
in Section 5.2.)
Overall, guests did not want smart devices in their
bedroom or bathroom, but their preferences varied
for exterior areas (e.g., front yard) and areas in the
house that could be shared with others (e.g., living
room, kitchen). For example, of the 129 guests who
chose Depends for smart cameras, 122 guests (94.5%)
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Fig. 2. Smart device preference by location in the house. The left heatmap shows the number of guests who did not want smart
devices (row) in certain areas (column) in Airbnb; in parenthesis is the number of participants who chose Depends for the device in the
row. The other two heatmaps (discussed in Section 5.2) show where hosts had set up smart devices in their Airbnbs. All plots share
the y-axis.

did not want a smart camera in bedroom, but only their location inside the Airbnb, and to provide guests
61 guests (47%) said they did not want one in the liv- with the flexibility to disable certain devices.
ing room, and even fewer participants were concerned
about cameras in other shared spaces.
I am wary of cameras in the bedroom and bathroom areas. 5.1.3 Guests’ smart device needs
Other areas I am more ok with but not if it’s excessive
monitoring with cameras on every corner. (G58)

Guests who wanted one or more devices in an Airbnb
Note that a majority of guests wanted smart doorlocks were asked to explain why in an open-ended response.
and security systems (Figure 1) because of the conve- Based on our thematic analysis of their open-ended
nience and a sense of safety that these devices offer, but responses, we found four themes that capture guests’
some guests did not want them in bedrooms and bath- smart device needs.
rooms, likely for privacy reasons. This underlines the
observation that device preferences are location specific, Entertainment. Guests sought smart TVs and gaming
and raises questions such as how do guests’ views on consoles for entertainment, for example, to occupy kids
risks to privacy change based on device location in the “when the adults need to unwind” or “if it is a rainy
house, and how do they tradeoff that risk with the util- day.” Some felt that these devices were “a must for any
ity of the device; we believe these questions are worth Airbnb that wants to be known for being up to modern
standards.” Guests liked smart TVs because they could
investigating in future research.
watch streaming services and cast videos or photos from
Factor: Context. Guests’ open-ended explanations in- their devices.
dicate that their device preferences varied based on
other contextual factors, such as traveling party (alone Convenience. Guests wanted the convenience of devs. family), Airbnb type (entire home vs. private room), vices such as smart doorlocks or smart lights. Many
and duration of Airbnb stay. Thus, it may be impossible guests liked smart doorlock because they would not need
to identify device preferences that meet fluid needs of to carry house keys and felt there is less risk of getting
guests across different contexts and areas in the house. locked out in strange environments. Some guests liked
This complication underscores the need to inform guests smart doorlocks because they minimize interaction with
about the presence of devices in the Airbnb as well as the host.
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I like the digital lock because as a person with anxiety,
I greatly appreciate that I can get to the rented space
without having to interact with anybody. It’s so much more
convenient. (G84)

Luxury. Guests reported devices such as smart outlets,
smart lights, smart thermostats, voice assistants were
nice to have amenities. They associated these devices
with a sense of comfort or luxury that made them feel
good about staying in a specific Airbnb. As one guest
said, “they’re nice luxuries to justify the cost of staying
at a nicer place.” Another reported:
[Airbnb] just made me feel I was living a luxurious lifestyle.
It really felt like a vacation and still felt I was at home,
much more than hotels I have stayed at. (G227)

Safety and security. Guests associated smoke sensors,
door/window sensors, motion sensors, security systems,
and cameras with safety and security. One guest wrote:
I do like smart security systems as they make me feel safer in
Airbnbs especially if I’m not familiar with the neighborhood
and how safe it is. (G384)
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not want a smart listening device in the rental either. If I
saw one, I would disable it for my stay. (G224)

One participant elaborated that he would be uncomfortable if a host had access to his Internet activity or TV
watch history because the host could learn about certain aspects of his personality (e.g., political leaning)
or steal private information (e.g., credit card numbers,
passwords used on websites). Note that stealing credit
card numbers or passwords on major websites that use
HTTPS requires a sophisticated attack and technical
expertise that most hosts do not have.
Concern 2: Discriminatory host. Some participants
were concerned that they would face discrimination if
their behavior—monitored with smart devices—differed
from other guests or was viewed unfavorably by the host.
Guests were concerned that hosts would judge them,
leave a bad review, or restrict their access. One participant expressed concern that hosts may judge him for
his smoking habit even if he smoked only in allowed
areas. Another guest participant said he needs the thermostat at a specific setting for health reasons and did
not want to share this setting with hosts out of a concern for repercussions (e.g., host revoking guest’s access
to thermostat). A third guest who was concerned about
being judged noted:

Guest responses suggest that they would feel safe merely
by the presence of security-oriented smart devices, but
it is unclear whether they would want access to these
devices. For instance, one guest reported that she would
want a motion sensor because it “would pick up on
strange things” but it is unclear whether she wanted
When I use an Airbnb it is because I have a larger family 3
kids and it is difficult in a hotel. The last thing I want is for
to be alerted or expected the host to act on any alerts.
my noise level to be judged. We are going to be louder than
This ambiguity emphasizes the need to understand peothe normal family. (G251)
ple’s expectations and mental models of smart devices
in rental homes, and how they differ (if at all) from their Guests’ open-ended explanations surfaced the nuanced
role that smart devices can play in discrimination
expectations of smart devices in their own homes.
against them. Smart devices can provide reasons for discrimination (e.g., guest being too noisy, as measured
with
a noise meter) or serve as tools to impose retribu5.1.4 Guests’ concerns
tive behaviors (e.g., restricting thermostat access). This
Here, we present the concerns that guests raised in their finding highlights how smart devices can create (or inopen-ended responses. Using thematic analysis, we iden- crease) the power asymmetry between host and guest.
tified four themes: spying host (n=168), discriminatory
host (n=73), technically unsophisticated host (n=31),
and untrustworthy device manufacturers (n=57). Note
that these themes represent guests’ concerns regarding
what hosts might do if they could access certain devices
or certain data types (e.g., the guest’s Internet history).

Concern 3: Technically unsophisticated host.
Guests may be exposed to risks because a host lacks
the ability or desire to secure smart devices (e.g., uses
insecure home network access points). One guest wrote:
I’m not comfortable with someone else’s smart devices. Some
people don’t take the necessary security precautions and I
don’t want to suffer because they cant be bothered. (G224)

Concern 1: Spying host. Guests were concerned
Another guest was concerned about hosts not changing
that a host might spy on them using smart dedoorlock codes between guests, which would let past
vices (e.g., smart camera, smart thermostat) if the host
guests access the house. Thus, even if guests are comhad access to data from these devices.
fortable having smart devices in their own home, they
I would just say that I have never logged on to the wifi at an
Airbnb with my own device. I just don’t trust giving them may not be comfortable having them in Airbnbs.
access to my devices or my internet activity. I also would
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Fig. 3. Guests’ likelihood and upset ratings for risk incidents in Airbnbs. (Right) guests’ combined (likelihood and upset) ratings
shown with probability density plots. (These density plots give a high-level snapshot of the distribution of guests’ combined ratings.
To illustrate, the bottom right subplot “Hidden microphone” shows that most guests reported that they would be “extremely upset”
if the incident were to happen to them, but their likelihood ratings were spread between “extremely unlikely” to “likely”. Figure 8 in
Appendix A.4 shows a detailed plot of this distribution.)

Concern 4: Untrustworthy device manufacturers.
Some guests’ security and privacy concerns stemmed
from their lack of trust in smart device manufacturers to
ethically handle the data these devices collect or to “get
security right” in these devices. Participants with such
concerns, like G32, are likely not to use certain smart
devices in their own homes.

cidents to manifest in Airbnbs. For the privacy-related
incidents (i.e., all but thermostat control), Figure 3 suggests that in general the less likely that guests expect
an incident to be, the more upset they would be if it
happened to them, and vice versa. Comparing “Host
monitors Internet activity” to “Cannot control thermostat,” however, we see that they have similar “extremely
I don’t trust Amazon, Google or a fair amount of the large unlikely” responses; however, more guests would be “excompanies because of the ways that they make their money. tremely upset” if they found that a host monitored their
I also don’t trust smaller manufacturers because digital
Internet activity than if the host prevented them from
security is a hard thing to do and so many companies have
controlling the thermostat. This observation suggests a
had severe breaches. (G32)
potential difference in concern levels between privacy
Risk perceptions: Likelihood and upset ratings. and autonomy issues, an observation that merits invesThe guests’ concerns we presented so far, based on re- tigation in future research.
We next investigated how many guests both consponses to open-ended questions, shed light on guests’
sidered
an incident to be extremely likely and would
organic, unprompted concerns with smart devices in
Airbnbs. Later in the survey, we showed guests six risk be extremely upset about it. We focused on hidden miincidents that could occur in Airbnbs (Table 3), and crophones and cameras because these incidents had the
asked them to rate each incident on a five-point likeli- greatest number of respondents say that they would find
hood scale (“extremely unlikely” to “extremely likely”) the situations upsetting (see Appendix A for additional
and also asked them to rate how upset they would be raw data). 4.2% of guests reported being both extremely
(on a 5-point scale, “not upset” to “extremely upset”) if upset if the hidden microphone incident were to happen
to them and thought that hidden microphones were exthe incident happened to them.
Whereas our thematic analysis of open-ended ques- tremely likely to occur in Airbnbs (22 of 520); 7.1% (37
tions resulted in the aforementioned four key concern of 519) for the hidden camera incident. These numbers
themes, our results in Figure 3 capture the degree of are even greater when we consider the 16.9% of particconcern guests had about specific incidents, as well as ipants who consider the hidden microphone incident to
how likely participants thought it would be for these in- be likely (but not extremely likely) and would be ex-
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tremely upset if it happened to them; 19.5% for the hidden camera. This investigation raises several questions
for future work: Why do guests who would be upset over
an incident that they think is likely to occur in Airbnbs
still use Airbnb? Do they believe that the likelihood of
risk does not apply to them when they stay in an Airbnb
(e.g., because they screen hosts or choose certain types
of Airbnbs)? Do they take any measures to minimize
the risk? Or do they believe there is no viable safeguard
against the risk?

5.2 Host findings
We now turn to the results from the host survey. We
present our host participants’ smart device setup, their
current password practices, and their concerns and mitigation strategies.

Fig. 4. Password sharing practices in Airbnb (n=82). (Top) How
hosts shared passwords with guests, and (bottom) the types of
passwords they shared. Hosts who reported changing passwords
between guests are shown as “Hosts who change.”

locks and motion sensors than home hosts. Although
both types of hosts reported about the same number
of smart cameras, home hosts had them primarily in
5.2.1 Smart devices
the exterior areas of the house, whereas room hosts reported cameras in living room and hallway—areas that
We asked hosts which smart devices they had in their
are likely shared spaces in a private room Airbnb. Due to
Airbnbs? Hosts were shown a list of twelve smart dethe small sample size of hosts we cannot draw any convices (see Table 1). Overall, we found a large variclusions about the differences, but recommend future
ance in the number of smart devices that hosts have,
work to study these differences.
with a majority of them reporting three smart devices
in their Airbnb (median=3, mean=4.1, SD=3.06). The
most common smart devices were smart TVs, gaming
5.2.2 Password management practices
consoles, voice assistants, and smart doorlocks.
For the smart devices that hosts reported, we asked
During the formative stages of this study, we learned
them where in the house the devices were deployed. We
that password sharing is common in Airbnbs, and we
showed each host a house layout of their Airbnb and
wanted to further investigate this practice. We asked
they could indicate device location by dragging the dehosts which passwords they shared from four options:
vice on the house layout. The middle and right heatmap
Wi-Fi, Streaming Services, DoorLock, and Other. We
plots in Figure 2 show where hosts had deployed differalso asked how they shared passwords: Paper, Airbnb
ent smart devices in their Airbnbs; the middle and right
app, Messaging Apps, Phone Call, and Other.
heatmaps show the number of home hosts (who rent
Figure 4 shows password sharing practices reported
their entire home) and room hosts (who rent a private
by hosts. About 90% of hosts reported sharing Wi-Fi
room in their home), respectively. As shown in Figure 2,
passwords, 43% reported sharing doorlock passcodes,
host participants reported setting up smart devices in
and 23% reported sharing passwords for a streaming
different areas of their Airbnb. A key point of note is
service. Hosts reported different mechanisms through
that living rooms and bedrooms were the areas with the
which they exchanged passwords, among which writing
greatest number of smart devices, and these are also the
on paper (that is then left inside the Airbnb) was the
areas that guests would access.
most common method. Password sharing mechanism
The dynamics of renting a private room vs. entire
can influence how often the password is changed or how
home are different, which suggests that there may be difit is chosen (e.g., digitally shared passwords are easier
ferences in how room hosts and home hosts use smart
to change than written passwords).
devices. We found minor differences in their smart deMany hosts reported that they changed passwords
vice setup, i.e., the number and location of smart debetween guest stays. About 91% of the hosts who
vices. Room hosts reported more number of smart door-
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shared streaming service or doorlock passwords said cleanliness, and visitors, and some hosts wanted to know
they changed those passwords between guests, and when a guest breaks these rules.
about 67% of the hosts who shared Wi-Fi passwords said Mitigation strategies: A few hosts, like H40, reported
they changed it between guests. It is possible that these using smart cameras to catch violations of rules such as
hosts indeed change passwords between guest stays, but no pets, allowed of number of guests.
we also recognize social desirability bias may be inflating
A guest once brought a dog (caught him on front door security camera), which is against my house rules. I confronted
these responses [11]. Regardless, these responses suggest
him and later reported it to Airbnb. (H40)
that hosts at least think that they should change shared
passwords. We identify a need for usable mechanisms to Other rule violations—such as guest being too loud,
create, change, and share passwords for devices and ser- smoking, using alcohol, or partying—are difficult to detect. Anecdotal evidence suggests some hosts drop by
vices shared with guests.
the Airbnb under the pretense of looking after guests,
but really check on whether guests are behaving as expected.
5.2.3 Hosts’ concerns and mitigations
Risk perceptions: Likelihood and upset ratings.
We wanted to investigate hosts’ concerns about guest
We now present hosts likelihood and upset ratings for
behavior and their mitigation strategies. In particular,
eight risk incident (see Figure 5). Incidents that most
we wanted to know, whether hosts used smart devices
hosts found moderately or extremely upsetting were if
to mitigate their concerns, and, if so, how. To elicit una guest installed a secret camera or microphone (81%),
primed responses about concerns, we did not explicitly
changed a password or passcode on a device (70%), or
ask hosts to identify their concerns; instead we asked
downloaded illegal content (60%). However, many hosts
them what type of data they would want to monitor in
also felt that these incidents were unlikely or extremely
their Airbnb during guests’ stays and to explain their
unlikely, e.g., 29% hosts thought it was extremely unchoices using open-ended responses. Below, we present
likely and 34% thought it was unlikely that a guest
the two main themes that we identified in our thematic
would install a secret camera or a microphone. This
analysis of their open-ended explanations.
raises the question how do hosts assess the likelihood
Concern 1: Property damage, theft, and other of these incidents and the associated risk to them, and
liabilities. Hosts were concerned about any property how do they balance that risk with their business goals?
damages caused by guests. For rentals that were in These are important future research questions, because
neighborhoods where break-ins were common, hosts they would help inform hosts about risks they are unwere concerned about theft and break-ins if a guest aware of and design solutions to help them better assess
left doors or windows open. Some hosts were concerned and manage risk.
On the other hand, a deeper analysis of the data
about being held liable if a guest did something suspishows that some hosts view certain situations as both
cious or illegal on their property.
Mitigation strategies: Hosts did not report any viable extremely likely and extremely upsetting: 11.1% of hosts
mitigation strategy for concerns around property dam- would be extremely upset if guests misused resources
age or illegal activity inside the house, but some hosts and considered such misuse extremely likely; 9.3% for
identified, and a few hosts reported using, smart cam- the downloading illegal content scenario; 5.7% for breaking house rules; 4.4% for leaving doors/windows uneras and motion sensors to detect break-ins.
The only cameras I have are pointed at my front and back locked (see Appendix A.4 for additional raw data). For
doors, so I feel like it’d be difficult to monitor if guests were at least some hosts, these percentages suggest that there
damaging property without invading their property[sic]. The would be a strong incentive to monitor or prevent undealarm system I use, however, does let me know when someone
sirable actions by guests. A key question, which we turn
disturbs a motion sensor or leaves the house with the door
to in Section 6, is whether it is possible to enable such
unlocked. (H16)
monitoring while minimizing negative privacy impacts
This highlights the tension between the need to monitor
on guests.
the property for damage vs. respecting guests’ privacy.
Concern 2: Violation of house rules. Most Airbnbs
have explicit house rules for guests. Hosts reported having house rules about utility usage, pets, noise level,
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Fig. 5. Hosts’ likelihood and upset ratings for risk incidents in Airbnb. (Right) Hosts’ combined (likelihood and upset) ratings shown
with probability density plots (n=82). (The density plots give a high-level distribution of hosts’ combined ratings; Figure 9 in Appendix A.4 shows a detailed plot of this distribution.)

5.3 Comparing views of guests and hosts
We now step back from individual findings of guests and
hosts to compare their views on information sharing,
smart devices, and trust in Airbnbs.
Views on information sharing. Data collection and
sharing preferences are potential tension points between
guests and hosts: what data do hosts want, and what
data are guests willing to share with hosts?
The left plot in Figure 6 shows the data collection
and sharing preferences of hosts and guests for eleven
different data types. Guests, on average, were more comfortable sharing house-related data (e.g., thermostat setting) than their personal data (e.g., visitor activity). We
also found that, on average, guests were comfortable
sharing more data than our hosts wanted. For instance,
43% of guests were comfortable sharing their TV watching history, but only 12% of hosts wanted that data; 48%
of guests were comfortable sharing their visitor activity,
while 33% of hosts wanted that data. These aggregate
results raise the question: are guests’ and hosts’ data
sharing preferences actually compatible in a way that
makes it unlikely for hosts to violate guests’ data sharing preferences?
Although, in aggregate, the world view of guests and
hosts about information sharing may appear compati-

ble, there is currently no guarantee that a guest would
stay with a host that had compatible preferences. A host
who wants to monitor Internet history may get a guest
uncomfortable with sharing this history—an incompatible match. From a privacy perspective, an important
question is: what are the chances of such incompatible
matches? The left plot in Figure 6 shows a list of data
types, and for each data type, the fraction of guests who
do not want to share that data with hosts. For such a
guest, the right plot (heatmap) in Figure 6 shows the expected number of times the guest’s privacy preference
would be violated across different numbers of Airbnb
stays, assuming the guest selects hosts uniformly at random. To approximate the probability that a host would
collect certain information we used host responses. For
example, consider the data “Number of guests staying.”
About 50% hosts want this data, but 23% of our guest
participants did not want to share this data with hosts.
If one of these 23% guests stayed with hosts in our sample, their privacy could on average be violated after 2
stays. As shown in Figure 6, within two Airbnb stays
the guest’s privacy with respect to four (of 11) data
types would be violated, and by eight Airbnb stays, the
guest’s privacy with respect to all data types would be
violated.
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Fig. 6. (Left) Information sharing views of guests and hosts. (Right) If a guest does not want to share information with hosts, the
right plot shows the expected number of times the guest’s information sharing preference would be violated across number of Airbnb
stays, assuming the guest selects hosts uniformly at random.

Views on smart devices. We found that, on average, smart device preferences of guests and hosts were
aligned for devices related to entertainment, utility, and
safety; in particular, smart TVs, smart doorlocks, gamings consoles, smart smoke sensors, and smart thermostats (Figure 1 and Section 5.1.1). Guest and host
preferences differed the most for the smart devices that
many guests considered as potentially privacy-violating
devices—smart cameras, motion sensors, and voice assistants.
For these three potentially privacy-violating devices,
guest and host preferences also differed about the appropriate location to place these devices in a house (Figure 2). Guests indicated that the least objectionable
place for smart cameras, motion sensors, and voice
assistants were the front/back yard and kitchen, but
some hosts had these devices in the living room, which
many guests considered private. This suggests that even
though both a host and a guest may agree on the presence of a smart device in an Airbnb, they may not agree
on its location.

6 Design recommendations
Informed by our findings, we now synthesize suggestions
for future design and research of smart home technology
to address the privacy and security tensions between
well-meaning, non-malicious guests and hosts.
(R1) Least privilege sensing. We found that one of
the main reasons hosts use smart devices is to know

when guests violate house rules (Section 5.2.3). Commonly available smart devices can provide hosts with
the information they need, but these devices also capture additional information that hosts may neither need
nor want (e.g., a microphone captures noise level, which
hosts may want, but it also captures conversation content). This additional information may pose undue privacy risks for guests.
We suggest that smart home designers consider creating software or hardware abstractions that use the
well-known principle of least privilege [36, 37] to restrict
a host’s smart device access to only the information
that the host legitimately needs during a guest’s stay,
and give the host unrestricted access when there are no
guests. For example, a smart camera with a pet-detector
software layer could notify the host if a guest brings
a pet instead of giving the host access to raw video
during a guest’s stay; to detect noise, a sound sensor
with a hardware layer that measures only sound level
(in decibels) may offer more privacy and security than
a microphone that also records conversations. Such abstractions could operate on one smart device or a set of
smart devices in a home. In designing abstraction layers, open research questions include how to identify and
develop the needed abstractions; how to provide these
abstractions to hosts; whether a guest should be allowed
to enable these abstractions for devices in Airbnbs; and
how to assure guests that abstractions are correctly enforced. Recent work on limiting sensory information to
preserve privacy (e.g., limiting video feed [22]) could be
leverage to tackle some of these questions.
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(R2) Smart home dashboard for guests. Currently,
guests have no visibility on the data that smart devices
collect about them during their Airbnb stay. Even if
they are aware about the presence of a smart device in
the Airbnb, we found that if a host confronts a guest
for breaking a house rule based on the data from the
smart device, guests find that “creepy” and uncomfortable because they feel they are “being watched”. To inform and remind guests about any smart devices in the
house and what data they collect, we propose creating
a smart home dashboard for guests. Such a dashboard
could show guests relevant information about the devices in the Airbnb and provide an interface to control
them. However, to determine what relevant information
should be shared requires careful consideration because
some guests could misuse the information to break house
rules without being detected.
(R3) Access control and home reset. We found that
hosts share two-to-three different types of access credentials with guests, and they change (or want to change)
the credentials between guest stays (Section 5.2.2). As
smart devices become more prevalent, hosts’ need to
share access with guests will likely increase. Smart home
designers and home sharing platform developers should
consider unifying access to different smart devices and
services (e.g., streaming services) into a single access,
which could be, for example, a central service that manages passwords and accounts, or an OAuth derivative.
Many hosts, like our participants, routinely do manual tasks between guests such as creating access (e.g.,
doorlock) for future guests, revoking access for past
guests, making sure all devices are connected and configured properly (e.g., guests may unplug devices or log
out of the host’s streaming account on a smart TV). A
smart home reset option that automates these manual
tasks could be beneficial to hosts.
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Wi-Fi access management and liability due to guests’
Internet activity. Although there is precedence of thirdparty Wi-Fi in coffee shops and other public places (e.g.,
Google Wi-Fi), it is important to carefully consider privacy implications and user reactions for a centralized
third-party Wi-Fi service in Airbnbs.
(R5) Responsible device disclosure. We found that
the current Airbnb Host Safety guidelines [3] are inadequate for addressing guest concerns about device disclosure (Section 5.1.4). An important takeaway from our
study is the strong need for comprehensive guidelines
for responsible smart device disclosure—what to disclose
and how—so that guests can make informed decisions
when choosing an Airbnb and during their stay.
What to disclose? We suggest disclosing every smart
device that collects data about guests because it is likely,
as we found (Section 5.1), that for any smart device
some guests want it while others do not. Guests, like
our participants, may want to know more about each
device: what the device collects; device location in the
house; whether guests can turn off the device, and how;
and whether guests are allowed to use the device. Some
participants also wanted to know what the device is used
for (and by whom), which echoes prior work that states
people care about intended use of data [28].
How to disclose? This open research question has
three main challenges. First, how can all device disclosure information be displayed in a way that guests can
easily understand to make informed privacy decisions?
A potential approach, building on recent work [33], is
to create a “smart home label”—similar to nutrition
labels that are familiar to consumers, but for the entire smart home rather than individual IoT devices. Second, how should the information be disclosed so guests
can trust (ideally, verify) its accuracy? Third, how can
the information be disclosed without increasing security
risks for hosts? Because publicly disclosing information
about certain smart devices (e.g., security system, security cameras) could pose security risk to hosts.

(R4) Trusted third-party Wi-Fi. Host-provided WiFi in Airbnbs is a source of tension between guests and
hosts (Section 5.3). This tension could be reduced by using a Wi-Fi provided by a third-party trusted by both (R6) Smart home profiles. Many hosts reported dehosts and guests. Airbnb Inc. could potentially serve ploying voice assistants in common areas where guests
as that trusted party and provide “Airbnb Wi-Fi” us- can also access these devices. Voice assistants offer pering inexpensive RADIUS-enabled routers and providing sonalized recommendations and may also allow access to
the necessary centralized authentication and authoriza- personal services (e.g., calendar, messages). So a shared
tion server [1]. Airbnb Wi-Fi could be attractive to both use of voice assistants, particularly in shared homes, creguests and hosts: guests can simply use their Airbnb cre- ates a privacy-utility tension. When a host’s voice assisdentials to access Airbnb Wi-Fi and be confident that tant is used by guests, it may leak the host’s private intheir Internet history is protected from the host; and a formation or affect future recommendations for the host.
third-party Wi-Fi could mitigate hosts’ concerns about Conversely, hosts may be able to learn about guests’ in-
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teraction with a voice assistant, a potential privacy vi- associate the presence of certain devices with certain
olation for guests. We suggest developing smart home behavior and expectations (e.g., motion sensor will deprofiles that can inform smart devices about changes in tect intruders). Recent work indicates that people find
home context, enabling smart devices to adapt their be- it challenging to create correct mental models of smart
havior accordingly. For example, in a host profile, the devices in their own homes [43–45]. We hypothesize that
host’s voice assistant could read a host’s messages and it will become even more challenging for people to do so
give personalized recommendations, but in a guest pro- when they are guests in someone else’s house or when
file, the voice assistant would not access any of the host’s they host strangers in their house. Unfortunately, as is
personal accounts, would provide non-personalized rec- well known [6, 40], incorrect or incomplete mental modommendations, and would not save any interactions to els lead to poor privacy and security decisions. Thus,
reduce guest privacy risks. The concept of profiles is future research should strive to both better understand
extensively used in apps (e.g., browsers), devices (e.g., the gaps in guests’ mental models of smart devices in
Xbox, Android tablet), and services (e.g., Netflix), and shared homes and help scaffold correct mental models.
can be leveraged when designing smart home profiles.

7 Discussion

8 Conclusion

The use of smart home devices in a shared home, like
In addition to the specific open research and design ques- Airbnb, poses privacy and security implications for both
tions in Section 6, we consider two broader research chal- hosts and guests. To better understand these implicalenges surfaced in our findings.
tions, in the context of Airbnb we studied current smart
device practices, hosts’ and guests’ preferences for smart
Trust among users of home sharing platforms.
devices in shared home, and their perceptions of risks
Trust between hosts and guests is crucial for a home
due to the use of smart devices in Airbnbs. Through
sharing platform like Airbnb. When a home sharing coma survey of 82 hosts and 554 guests, we surfaced sevmunity (in fact, any sharing community) is small, just
eral tensions between guests and hosts. We found, for
being a member of the community is a sign of trustexample, that both guests and hosts largely want smart
worthiness within the community, simply because memdevices in Airbnbs, but guests were concerned about
bers in a small community are usually the people who
their privacy and autonomy implications. Hosts wanted
share the community values. As a community grows
to use smart devices to deter and detect guest misbehavand people who do not share the same values (e.g.,
ior, but their ad hoc ways of using smart devices pose
opportunity-seekers) join, community membership no
privacy risks for guests. We developed recommendations
longer implies trustworthiness [7]. As the home sharing
to address such tensions and suggest opportunities for
community grows, maintaining trust within the commufuture research.
nity becomes challenging. Thus, the broader research
questions include: How can technology support and help
build trust relationships between users of a home sharing platform? What defines trustworthiness for guests 9 Acknowledgements
and hosts? How can one improve perceived trustworthiness? How can these goals be accomplished while ac- We thank our survey participants and testers for their
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A Appendix
A.1 Screening Survey
Q1) Which of the following online services do you use?
(1) Google
(2) Twitter
(3) Airbnb
(4) Facebook
(5) LinkedIn
(6) Uber
(7) VRBO
Q2) Which of the following services have you used?
(1) Airbnb
(2) Hotel
(3) Hostel
(4) Vacation Rentals (VRBO)
(5) Homestay
(6) Some home rental service
Q3) Are you an Airbnb host or guest?
(1) Host
(2) Guest
(3) Both

A.2 Guest Survey
Q1) How many Airbnbs in total have you stayed in so far?
(1) Less than 5
(2) 5-10
(3) 11-20
(4) More than 20
Q2) When was the last time time you stayed in an Airbnb?
(1) Less than 3 months ago
(2) 3-6 months ago
(3) 7-12 months ago
(4) More than 1 year ago
Q3) Thinking back to all your Airbnb stays, which type of
Airbnbs have you stayed in?
(1) Private room
(2) Shared room
(3) Entire place
Q4) Thinking back to the Airbnbs you visited, which of the
following smart devices/things have you noticed in Airbnbs?
(1) Digital Door Lock (e.g., lock with a keypad)
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(2) Door/Window Sensor
(3) Gaming Console (e.g., Xbox, PlayStation)
(4) Motion Sensor
(5) Smart Camera (e.g., Nest camera)
(6) Smart Light (e.g., Philips Hue lights)
(7) Smart Power Outlet
(8) Smart Security System (e.g., ADT)
(9) Smart Smoke Sensor (e.g., NEST smoke sensor)
(10) Smart Thermostat (e.g., Nest thermostat)
(11) Smart TV (e.g., TV with Wi-Fi)
(12) Voice Assistant (e.g., Amazon Echo)
(13) Other
Q5) You mentioned you have noticed the following smart devices
in Airbnbs. Which of these devices have you used during
your stay at an Airbnb? (Options for this question were
things participant chose in question Q4.)
Q6) Thinking back to your Airbnb stays, did any host provide
the following services?
(a) TV streaming services (e.g., Netflix)
(b) Internet (Wi-Fi or wired)
(c) Music streaming services (e.g., Spotify)
(d) Camera set up to call host
Q7) You mentioned some Airbnb hosts provided the following
services. Did you use the service during your stay at those
Airbnbs? (Options for this question were things participant
chose in question Q6.)
Q8) Imagine someone creating a new Airbnb rental. For the
following devices, please indicate whether you (as a guest)
would like to have these devices in an Airbnb.
(1) Digital Door Lock (e.g., lock with a keypad)
(2) Door/Window Sensor
(3) Gaming Console (e.g., Xbox, PlayStation)
(4) Motion Sensor
(5) Smart Camera (e.g., Nest camera)
(6) Smart Light (e.g., Philips Hue lights)
(7) Smart Power Outlet
(8) Smart Security System (e.g., ADT)
(9) Smart Smoke Sensor (e.g., NEST smoke sensor)
(10) Smart Thermostat (e.g., Nest thermostat)
(11) Smart TV (e.g., TV with Wi-Fi)
(12) Voice Assistant (e.g., Amazon Echo)
(Participants were asked to vote for each device on a 4-point
scale: Yes, Neutral, Depends, and No)
Q9) If participant selected “Yes” for any device in Question 8,
they were asked to elaborate why they want those devices
in Airbnb.
Q10) If participant selected “No” for any device in Question 8,
they were asked to elaborate why they would not want
those devices in Airbnb.
Q11) If participant selected “Depends” for any device in Question 8, they were shown a house layout and asked to indicate
where in the house they would not want the devices. Figure 10 in Appendix A.4 shows the a screenshot of this
question.
Q12) Some hosts like to monitor their Airbnb to prevent
any misuse. Please indicate which of the following activity/information you would prefer NOT TO SHARE with
your Airbnb host.
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(1) When you arrive and leave
(2) Internet history (e.g., sites visited)
(3) Noise level in the house
(4) Number of guests staying
(5) Smoking activity
(6) Thermostat setting
(7) TV watching history
(8) Doors/windows unlock status
(9) Utility usage (e.g., electricity, heat, water)
(10) Visitor activity
(11) Water leak in the house
(12) Other
Q13) How likely do you think it is for the following incidents to
happen in Airbnbs?
(1) A hidden audio recording devices
(2) A hidden camera
(3) Host monitoring guest Internet activity (e.g., sites visited, files downloaded)
(4) Host monitoring visitor activity (e.g., people visiting
you)
(5) Host monitoring resource usage in Airbnb (e.g., electricity, water usage)
(6) Guest not allowed to control thermostat (e.g., Host
installs a smart thermostat that only they can control)
(For each incident, participants had to choose on a 5-point
likert scale: extremely unlikely -to- extremely likely.
Q14) If the following incidents were to happen to you, how would
you feel?
(1) A hidden audio recording devices
(2) A hidden camera
(3) Host monitoring guest Internet activity
(4) Host monitoring visitor activity
(5) Host monitoring resource usage in Airbnb
(6) Guest not allowed to control thermostat
(For each incident, participants had to choose on a 5-point
likert scale: not at all upset -to- extremely upset.
Q15) How do you communicate with hosts?
(1) Messages with Airbnb
(2) Text messages (SMS, MMS)
(3) Apple iMessages
(4) Smartbnb
(5) WhatsApp
(6) Phone Call
(7) Facebook Messenger
(8) Email
(9) Depends on what the host uses
(10) Other
Q16) Did any host ever share any passwords or passcodes with
you?
Q17) Which passwords or passcodes do you recall hosts sharing
with you?
(1) Wi-Fi
(2) Streaming Services
(3) Door Lock
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(4) Other
Q18) How did hosts share passwords or passcodes with you?
(1) Writing on paper/sticky notes

(1) Bathroom
(2) Bedroom
(3) Doors/Windows

(2) Through Airbnb (e.g., using Airbnb listing or Airbnb
account)

(4) Front/Back Yard

(3) Messaging Apps (e.g., WhatsApp, Apple iMessages)

(6) Kitchen

(4) Phone Call

(7) Living Room

(5) Other

(8) Store Room

Q19) When you check in to your Airbnb rentals, is there something that you always do?
Q20) Why do you use Airbnb rentals?
Q21) Have you had any bad experience when staying at an
Airbnb?
Q22) Can you briefly share your most memorable bad experience?
Q23) Is there anything else you would like to share about your
Airbnb experience?
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(5) Hallway

(9) Study Room
(For each of the options above, participants could choose
one of three options: (i) 0 (ii) 1 (ii) 2+ (2 or more).)
Q10) Which of the following devices do you have in your Airbnb
house?
(1) Digital Door Lock (e.g., lock with a keypad)
(2) Door/Window Sensor
(3) Gaming Console (e.g., Xbox, PlayStation)
(4) Motion Sensor
(5) Smart Camera (e.g., Nest camera)

A.3 Host Survey
Q1) Do you host a home or an experience?
(1) Home (or room in a home)
(2) Experience
(3) Both
(The rest of the survey was shown only to participants who
chose (1) or (3) in this question.)
Q2) Do you own or manage your Airbnb?
(1) Own
(2) Manage
(3) Both
Q3) How many Airbnbs do you currently own or manage?
(1) 1
(2) 2
(3) 3
(4) 4 or more
Q4) What is the type of your Airbnb?
(1) Private room
(2) Shared room
(3) Entire home
Q5) In which country is your Airbnb located?
Q6) Is the Airbnb your primary home or your secondary home?
(1) Primary home
(2) Secondary home
(3) Other
Q7) Is the Airbnb room in a home that you live in? (Yes/No)
Q8) Why do you rent your space through Airbnb?
(1) To earn some extra money

(6) Smart Light (e.g., Philips Hue lights)
(7) Smart Power Outlet
(8) Smart Security System (e.g., ADT)
(9) Smart Smoke Sensor (e.g., NEST smoke sensor)
(10) Smart Thermostat (e.g., Nest thermostat)
(11) Smart TV (e.g., TV with Wi-Fi)
(12) Voice Assistant (e.g., Amazon Echo)
(13) Other
Q11) Please mark the areas in your house (by clicking on them)
that you DO NOT want your Airbnb guests to enter or
have access to. (Participants were show a rough layout of
their house, using their response to Q9.)
Q12) Where are the smart devices in your house? Show by
dragging devices to appropriate rooms/areas. (Participants
were show a list of smart devices they chose in Q10.)
Q13) If cost was not an issue, would you buy any new smart
devices for your Airbnb?
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) Maybe
Q14) If cost was not an issue, which of the following smart
devices would you get and where would you keep them in
your Airbnb? Show by dragging devices to the rooms/areas
where you would keep them. (Participants were show a
list of all smart devices; the devices they already have were
shown with a different color.)
Q15) How do you communicate with guests?
(1) Messages with Airbnb
(2) Text messages (SMS, MMS)
(3) Apple iMessages

(2) To have a stable secondary income

(4) Smartbnb

(3) It is my primary source of income

(5) WhatsApp

(4) To meet different people

(6) Phone Call

(5) Other

(7) Facebook Messenger

Q9) How many of the following rooms/areas are there in your
Airbnb house?

(8) Email
(9) Depends on what the host uses
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(10) Other
Q16) Which passwords or passcodes (if any) do you share with
guests?
(1) Wi-Fi

Q22) Do you offer TV streaming services (e.g., Netflix, Amazon
Prime, Hulu) to guests? (Yes/No)
Q23) Did any of your guests accidentally leave their streaming
service account logged in on your TV?

(2) Streaming Services

(1) Yes

(3) Door Lock

(2) No

(4) Other

(3) I’m not sure

Q17) How do you share passwords or passcodes with guests?
(1) Writing on paper/sticky notes
(2) Through Airbnb (e.g., using Airbnb listing or Airbnb
account)

(4) N/A (there is no TV in my Airbnb)
Q24) The streaming service(s) account that you share with
guests, is it your personal account or a special account
made only for Airbnb?

(3) Messaging Apps (e.g., WhatsApp, Apple iMessages)

(1) Special account only for Airbnb

(4) Phone Call

(2) Personal account

(5) Other
Q18) Select all the passwords or passcodes that you change
between guests
(1) Wi-Fi
(2) Streaming Services
(3) Door Lock
(4) Other
Q19) Some Airbnb hosts like to monitor their rental to prevent
any misuse. Which of the following activity/information
would you like to monitor in your Airbnb space?
(1) When guests arrive and leave
(2) Internet history (e.g., sites visited)
(3) Noise level in the house
(4) Number of guests staying
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(3) Other
Q25) How do you give guests access to streaming service(s)?
(1) I set up TV with streaming services (e.g., sign in Netflix)
before guests arrive,
(2) I share streaming service password with guests,
(3) Other
Q26) What do you do when a guest accidentally logs out of the
streaming service account setup on the TV?
Q27) Did you have any bad experience with guests? (Yes/No)
Q28) Can you briefly share your most memorable bad experience?
Q29) Is there anything else you would like to share about your
Airbnb experience?

(5) Smoking activity
(6) Thermostat setting
(7) TV watching history

A.4 Additional Data

(8) Doors/windows unlock status
(9) Utility usage (e.g., electricity, heat, water)
(10) Visitor activity
(11) Water leak in the house
(12) Other
Q20) Following are some incidents that some Airbnb hosts are
concerned about. How likely do you think these will happen
to you? (Participants were asked to rate each incident on a
5-point scale: Extremely unlikely, Unlikely, Neutral, Likely,
and Extremely likely)
(1) Guest breaking house rules

In this appendix we present additional data. This data is not
necessary to understand the body of this paper. Instead, this
data complements the results presented in the body of the paper.
This additional data is captured in Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9,
and Figure 10.

(2) Guest changing password or passcode on devices (e.g.,
router)
(3) Guest downloading illegal content on Internet
(4) Guest installing a secret camera or a microphone
(5) Guest leaving door/windows unlocked
(6) Guest logging out of your account (e.g., Netflix, Hulu)
(7) Guest misusing resources (or using excessively)
(8) Guest posting house photos on social media without
permission
(9) Guest sharing passwords with others
Q21) If the following incidents were to happen to you, how
would you feel? (Same options as Q20. Participants were
asked to rate each incident on a 5-point scale: Not at all
upset, Slightly upset, Somewhat upset, Moderately upset,
and Extremely upset)

Fig. 7. The types of Airbnb rented by our guest participants.
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Fig. 8. Each subplot shows a heatmap of guests’ likelihood and upset ratings for one incident (given in subplot title) that can occur
in Airbnbs. Rows represent likelihood rating and columns represent upset ratings. In a subplot, the number in each cell shows the
percentage of guests who gave a likelihood rating represented by the row and upset rating represented by the column. For instance, in
subplot “Host monitors visitor activity,” the value 3.3 in the top left cell indicates that 3.3% guests rated the incident “Host monitors
visitor activity” as extremely likely (row) and gave an upset rating of not at all upset (column).

Fig. 9. Each subplot shows a heatmap of hosts’ likelihood and upset ratings for one incident (given in subplot title) that can occur
in their Airbnb. Rows represent likelihood rating and columns represent upset ratings. In a subplot, the number in each cell shows the
percentage of hosts who gave a likelihood rating represented by the row and upset rating represented by the column. For instance,
in subplot “Breaking house rules”, the value 5.7 in the top right cell indicates that 5.7% hosts rated this incident as extremely likely
(row) and gave an upset rating of extremely upset (column).
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Fig. 10. Screenshot of a question in guest survey. Guests are
shown devices they chose as Depends (shown as no-device rectangle icons on the top), and asked to indicate where in the Airbnb
they do not want those smart device by dragging the no-device
icons. In this figure, the devices chosen as Depends were voice
assistant and camera.
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